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From NY Times Bestselling Author, Angie Fox, the first book in the USA TODAY bestselling
Southern Ghost Hunter series 5 Stars! “Southern charm, a haunting mystery, and a leading lady I
want as my BFF!” One simple mistake… When out of work graphic designer Verity Long accidentally
traps a ghost on her property, she’s saddled with more than a supernatural sidekick—she gains
the ability see spirits. It leads to an offer she can’t refuse from the town’s bad boy, who also
happens to be the brother of her ex and the last man she should ever partner with. Ellis Wydell
is in possession of a stunning historic property haunted by some of Sugarland Tennessee’s finest
former citizens. Only some of them are growing restless—and destructive. He hires Verity to put
an end to the disturbances. But soon, Verity learns there’s more to the mysterious estate than
floating specters, secret passageways, and hidden rooms. There’s a modern day mystery afoot, one
that hinges on a decades-old murder. Verity isn't above questioning the living, or the dead. But
can she discover the truth before the killer finds her? What Reviewers are saying… 5 Stars!
“‘Loved’ does not begin to describe my feelings for this story.” 5 Stars! “I could not put it
down (ended up reading all night long midnight till 3 am).” 5 Stars! “I loved the heroine
because she is gutsy and quirky, definitely not a wilting flower, and I am super excited about
where her story is going.” 5 Stars! “I fell in love with this series from the first book!”
Rating: Clean and Wholesome Paranormal Cozy Mystery Romance
It's the most wonderful time of the year. Christmas is almost here and Misty Hollow is unusually
quiet and peaceful. Darcy Sweet is finally getting a taste of what it's like to live an ordinary
life. And, quite frankly, it's... Boring! Darcy knows she shouldn't complain but she has
actually gotten used to her life being extraordinary. She enjoys the excitement of untangling
the mysteries that she so often finds herself mixed up in. So the last thing she is expecting
while watching her all time favorite movie is to be suddenly thrown into another mystery.
Someone is in the movie who shouldn't be there. Is it a ghost? Darcy is sure it is. A very
desperate ghost who begs Darcy to find her. Darcy isn't sure what that means but she intends to
work it out even if it puts her life in danger once again. Can Darcy, with the help of Jon, work
out what the ghost means so that the restless spirit can pass over to the other side? And who is
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trying to kill her and Jon if it is actually a ghost? Can they stay alive long enough to solve
this mystery and enjoy Christmas with their family?
Despite her stroke of luck, Melanie cant deny that spiritsboth malevolent and benignhave started
to show themselves to her again. One is shrouded from sight, but appears whenever Jayne is near.
Another arrives when an old cistern is discovered in Melanies backyard on Tradd Street.
WEIRD HIGHWAY: MISSOURI ROUTE 66 HISTORY & HAUNTINGS, LEGENDS & LORE BY TROY TAYLOR "GETTING
YOUR KICKS" ON MISSOURI'S ROUTE 66! There is no greater highway in American History than Route
66 - the legendary "Mother Road" - which began in downtown Chicago and stretched all of the way
to the Pacific Ocean. For millions of people, it represents a treasure trove of memories and a
link to the days of two-lane highways, family vacations, and roadside diners that vanished
decades ago. For many, it conjures up images of souvenir shops, tourist traps, cozy motor
courts, flickering neon signs, and roadside attractions that have blown away in the wind. To
others, the highway holds stories of ghosts, haunted hotels, roadside spirits, mysterious
vanishings, and bewildering anomalies from America's past. In the second books in the "Weird
Highway" series, author Troy Taylor takes readers on a virtual road trip and journey back in
time to one of his favorite eras in our history. Part travel guide, part crime thriller, part
ghost book, this volume reveals everything from lost restaurants to outlaws like Bonnie and
Clyde, forgotten towns, abandoned motels, haunted places, and restless spirits that still linger
from the heyday of Route 66. This is not just another book about the Mother Road, but an
entertaining trip along parts of the road that many have never heard about, or have forgotten
altogether. Hope in, buckle up, and let us take you on a ride you'll never forget! Some of the
stories in this volume include: * Spirits of St. Louis * Mystery at the Coral Court Motel *
Times Beach: Modern-day Ghost Town * Legends of "Zombie Road" * Diamonds & the Tri-County Truck
Stop * Meramec Caverns * The Man Who Would be "Jesse James" * "Mammoth Cave of Missouri" *
Tribute to the "Trail of Tears" * Murder at Devil's Elbow * Ghosts of Fort Leonard Wood * Munger
Moss Motel * The Story of "Nelsonville" * Spectral Soldiers at Wilson's Creek * Haunts of
Pythian Castle * Ghosts of the "Brookline Massacre" * Hiding out with Bonnie & Clyde * Billy
Cook's Unmarked Grave * The Hornet Spook Light * Kansas on Route 66 - and much more!
The Ghost and the Muse
Haint Blue
Weird Highway
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Auntie Clem's Bakery 1-15
Stories 1-3: A Ghost Cozy Amateur Sleuth Paranormal Mystery Romance Novel Boxed Set (Haunted
Southern Small Town Animals Humorous Witch Story)
A Ghostly Gift

A murdered socialite. A mysterious fire. And the resurrection of a serial killer.
Reluctant medium Suri Mudge hates parties, and this one is the worst. The winter holiday
season is in full swing in the seaside town of Grady, and Suri is adjusting to having the
local witch as a friend and an entitled ghost as a sidekick. But a disastrous fundraiser
for a new library in the historic Grazzini house—including the murder of the library
chair and arson at the site—leaves the residents rattled and pointing fingers. Worse,
someone’s breaking into the businesses on Main Street, not to mention all of the lost
pets and a few missing kids. Even Suri is spooked by the prospect that Teddy Grazzini,
Naghatune Bay’s most notorious murderer, has risen from the grave. But if she can get
them to cooperate, restless spirits at the Grazzini house may have a different story to
tell. Fatal Fundraiser is the second book in the Haunted Coast paranormal cozy mystery
series, set in the same universe as the Rune Witch urban fantasy books. Readers who like
spirited ghosts, quirky characters, and magickal mysteries will love the Haunted Coast
books.
Have yourself a very Merry Witchmas in Holiday Haven, where the magic and mystery of
Christmas is snow joke!Hardworking witch, Rudie Hollybrook, adores her quaint town of
Holiday Haven, located near Santa's Workshop at the North Pole, but can't help feeling
like an outsider. Not only does she have the unique ability to see ghosts, but she also
runs the Hollybrook Funeral Home with her sisters. In a town where the holiday cheer is
turned up to eleven all year round, Rudie's slightly eerie abilities make her feel like a
misfit. While volunteering at the Christmas Market days before the big celebration, Rudie
witnesses a tragedy. One of the volunteer club's chairwomen is murdered by poisonous hot
cocoa, sending the charming town reeling.When Rudie's tasked by the dead woman's ghost to
find her killer, she teams up with her crush at the local paper to do some sleuthing.
Together, they uncover embezzlement, bribery and an illegal potions ring, all with ties
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to the murdered woman. Could it be the rebellious teenage granddaughter with a less-thanstellar taste in men? Or maybe the town doctor with a mysterious past? Rudie's
investigation even leads her to suspect her nemesis, the bully with a history of getting
what she wants--no matter the cost. With the countdown to Christmas nearly at an end, and
the restless spirit threatening to haunt her holiday, Rudie races to catch the cocoa
killer and make her beloved town safe again. Will Rudie unmask the culprit and prove
she's a vital member of this charming Christmas town? Or will a murderer roam free and
ruin Christmas for all of Holiday Haven?Grab your cup of cocoa, sit in a comfy chair by
the cozy fire, and find out now in Cocoa Curses ! And be sure to check out the other
magical mysteries of the Winter Witches of Holiday Haven series!
Who-or what-is causing the fires in the French Quarter? A little girl? A long-dead
prisoner? An evil presence calling to those beyond the grave? In this spooky, fast-paced
adventure, twelve-year-old Alex must fight smoke, flames, and ghostly prisoners to stop
whatever's causing the blazes-before more lives are lost.
A Darcy Sweet Cozy Mystery - Books 11 to 14 in a box set!Book 11 - Resorting to
MurderThree days alone in a cabin in the mountains with her on-again, off-again—and now
on-again—boyfriend Jon Tinker should have been perfect for Darcy Sweet. What could
possibly go wrong?But as was so often the way with her life things didn't go exactly
according to plan. Their romantic mini vacation was thrown into turmoil when a stranger
knocked on the door of their getaway cabin. Darcy was catapulted into a vision that
indicated the person may not be quite who they were pretending to be.Once again Darcy
found herself caught up in a mystery. Would she be able to solve it before she became the
next victim of a serial killer?Book 12 - Death at the Wheel'The Mysterious is all Around
Us' could be the catchphrase for Darcy Sweet's life with the way she always seems to end
up in mysterious situations.And it was very mysterious indeed when a car accident that
crashes its way into town results in a missing driver and a dead body.What happened?
Where did the driver of the death car go? Could it have been a ghost driving?Anything was
possible in the town of Misty Hollow. As Darcy gets deeper into the mystery she uncovers
evidence that seems to point in an entirely unexpected direction.Once again the
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mysterious has landed her into danger. Can she work out what really happened before it's
too late?Book 13 - Ghost StoryIt's almost Halloween in Misty Hollow... but Darcy Sweet
won't be having a fun time trick or treating this year.The mists are gathering, rolling
in heavy and thick, feeding off the trouble that is coming to town. The trouble her Great
Aunt Millie had warned her about. Trouble with a capital T.With a psychopathic ghost that
is running rampant through town causing dark mischief wherever he goes and a dead body
that is dumped on the Mayor's front lawn Darcy is going to have her hands full trying to
sort it all out.Can she work out what is happening before anyone else ends up dead? Will
she be able to triumph against the malevolent spirit that is intent on destroying the
residents of Misty Hollow?Book 14 - Christmas SpiritIt's the most wonderful time of the
year. Christmas is almost here and Misty Hollow is unusually quiet and peaceful. Darcy
Sweet is finally getting a taste of what it's like to live an ordinary life. And, quite
frankly, it's...Boring!Darcy knows she shouldn't complain but she has actually gotten
used to her life being extraordinary. She enjoys the excitement of untangling the
mysteries that she so often finds herself mixed up in.So the last thing she is expecting
while watching her all time favorite movie is to be suddenly thrown into another mystery.
Someone is in the movie who shouldn't be there.Is it a ghost?Darcy is sure it is. A very
desperate ghost who begs Darcy to find her. Darcy isn't sure what that means but she
intends to work it out even if it puts her life in danger once again.Can Darcy, with the
help of Jon, work out what the ghost means so that the it's restless spirit can pass over
to the other side? And who is trying to kill her and Jon if it is actually a ghost?Can
they stay alive long enough to solve this mystery and enjoy Christmas with their family?
Restless Spirits
Wolves of Wisteria
Auntie Clem's Bakery 1-3
A Paranormal & Cat Cozy Mystery
Southern Ghost Hunter Series: 5th Anniversary Special Edition
Skeptic in Salem: An Episode of Murder (A Dubious Witch Cozy Mystery—Book 1)
This volume contains the first three complete cozy mysteries in London Lovett's Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery series.
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Join Sunni Taylor, Brady 'Jax' Jackson and the Cider Ridge ghost for three cozy mysteries with fun paranormal twists.
Death in the Park (Book 1) With her social life and writing career in tatters at the ripe old age of thirty-five, Sunni Taylor
decides to pack up her things and join her sisters, Lana and Emily, in the small town of Firefly Junction. Hoping to open
a bed and breakfast, Sunni sets herself the task of refurbishing the rundown Cider Ridge Inn, a two-hundred-year-old
house with a sordid past. In the meantime, she's stuck writing dull human interest stories for the Junction Times. But
when Sunni decides to bend the rules on her first newspaper assignment, she soon finds herself in her favorite
place—right in the center of a murder investigation. Now if she can just steer clear of the cocky, irritating and far too
appealing local detective, Brady "Jax" Jackson. It isn't long before Sunni discovers that avoiding Jax is a piece of cake
compared to staying clear of the equally cocky, irritating and far too appealing two-hundred-year-old ghost haunting the
halls of the Cider Ridge Inn. Killer Bridal Party (Book 2) When a bridal shower in the woods turns deadly, Sunni sets her
sights on solving the tragic case. Journalist, and occasional sleuth, Sunni Taylor is working hard on restoring the Cider
Ridge Inn to its former glory so that she can open a bed and breakfast, but Edward Beckett, the resident ghost, is not
exactly helpful. Still, Sunni has grown used to having the arrogant gentleman spirit hanging around. Despite her busy
life, Sunni offers to help her sister Lana set up a bridal shower camping party in the mountains behind the inn. The
festivities end in disaster when the maid of honor ends up dead. Now Sunni finds herself back in the center of a murder
investigation and face to face with the absurdly charismatic Detective Brady Jackson. Sunni is determined to beat the
detective to the clues and solve the murder mystery herself. Murder at the Inn (Book 3) When the Applegate Paranormal
Preservation Society visits Firefly Junction, Sunni Taylor finds herself tasked with writing an article about the group as
well as hosting them for an evening at the Cider Ridge Inn. When the society moves on to their next destination, the
famously haunted Dandelion Inn in the neighboring town, one member dies in a tragic fall. But things don't seem quite
right at the accident scene and soon Sunni finds herself wrapped up in a possible murder investigation with her favorite
detective, Brady Jackson. More in the series: A Humbug Holiday (Book 4) Calamity at the Carnival (Book 5) Double
Trouble (Book 6) Havoc at Wildwood Manor (Book 7) Fatal Feud (Book 8) Trick or Trouble (Book 9) A Crafty Killing (Book
10)
Some secrets won't stay buried... Shy and sensitive art student Katie Mills is trying to escape the ghost who haunts her
after dark. She travels to New Mexico to study with a master painter and rejuvenate under the big, blue southwestern sky.
But the ghost who followed Katie to the desert isn't content with sampling the spicy cuisine and painting the local
landscape. This restless spirit is only interested in justice. Katie is finally breaking out of her quiet shell and learning how
to paint with abandon when one of the other guests turns up dead. In the wake of the tragedy, Katie surprises herself by
finding comfort in a fellow artist's arms. But as new evidence surfaces and suspicion broadens, Katie doesn't know who
to trust. And now the vengeful ghost she brought with her is demanding to be heard. Time is running out. Katie must find
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the courage to speak up and solve the ranch's deadly mystery before a killer takes another life. DANCING WITH A GHOST
is a riveting cozy ghost mystery that will have you glued to the pages and gasping at the twist ending! All books in this
supernatural suspense / paranormal thriller series are stand-alone novels, and may be read in any order. Audiobook
listeners: This title is now available with WhisperSync. Download the ebook and get the Amazon Audible audiobook for a
greatly discounted price!
From USA Today Bestselling Author, P.D. Workman! Murder by muffin Erin Price moves to Bald Eagle Falls, a place
where everyone knows everyone as well as everyone else’s business, taking over the store left to her by her aunt to start
up a gluten-free bakery. The grand opening is marred by just one thing, the death of her business rival, Angela Plaint. It
appears that Angela was poisoned by one of Erin’s cupcakes, making her a prime suspect. Equipped with cupcakes, her
desire for the truth, and new bakery assistant Vicky’s help, Erin goes head-to-head against Detective Terry Piper to solve
the murder. Rumors of treasure hunting, drug dealing, and a missing boy swirl around Bald Eagle Falls as Erin tries to
sort the clues from the red herrings and find the killer before the killer can take care of her. Free first in series ★★★★★
P.D. Workman has done it again! This introduction to a new series involves a fresh start, sympathetic characters, and a
murder. I spent the last ten minutes of the book standing up to read because I was off to do something but just couldn't
put it down until I got to the end. I haven't been that invested in a book in a while. Like baking mysteries? Cats, dogs, and
other pets? Award-winning and USA Today Bestselling Author P.D. Workman brings readers to small town Bald Eagle
Falls for a culinary cozy mystery to be solved by gluten-free baker Erin Price and her friends. Have your gluten-free cake
and eat it too. Sink your teeth into this sweet treat now!
A Naked Ghost Demands Help in Dead Man Haunt, a Murder Mystery from T. L. Simmons —Mineral Springs, Texas—
When Patrick, a gorgeous naked ghost, reaches out to author and paranormal investigator, Alice Carpenter and her
cohorts for help, the small town of Mineral Springs, Texas, will never be the same. In exchange for helping him journey to
the hereafter, Patrick leads Alice into a crumbling historical hotel, where she discovers a new murder—a woman severed
in half at the bottom of an elevator shaft. Joined by her Rottweiler, Trucker, her Siamese, Miss Molly, her mentor and
teacher, Aunt Twila, her next-door neighbor, Granny Chisholm, and even her ex-husband, Detective Jack Roucheau,
Alice attempts to solve these two murders. Together, they traverse the bowels of the haunted hotel, survive a hair-raising
motorcycle ride, and journey the backcountry boondocks with Granny, who fantasizes she's an Indi-500 driver. With only
a few minutes left to expose the murderers and set the ghosts to rest before a bomb destroys the hotel, decisions are
vital. Should they save themselves and leave behind the evildoers and restless ghosts, as well as a stolen body in a
coffin? Might they risk their own lives to bring a peaceful existence to the formerly grand hotel? From the Publisher:
Cozy mystery fans and readers who enjoy amateur sleuths, ghosts and a supernatural twist will enjoy this fun series of
mysteries with its cast of colorful characters. "...throws ghost-hunting Texas gals and survivalists together in a haunted
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hotel. For those who believe in ghosts, thrills, chills, and giggles..." ~Kirkus Reviews "In DEAD MAN HAUNT, T. M.
Simmons brings together a most unusual group, led by a writer and talented ghosthunter, who is bent on helping a very
handsome ghost who likes to run naked through a disintegrating mineral springs hotel searching for his lost love. The
sulting action is funny, full of crazy antics, and it's downright endearing for a murder mystery." ~NOVELTALK "This
exciting paranormal whodunit uses ghosts as support characters, which surprisingly seems real because of the interplay
between the spirits and the brave living sleuths. Alice and Twila take the existence of ghosts in stride as if it is an
everyday occurrence, which to them it is, while Alice’s ex Jack denies their existence. As with DEAD MAN TALKING, T.M.
Simmons provides a lightfully charming leisurely flowing supernatural cozy." ~Harriet Klausner, Reviewer "I can’t get
enough of this author." ~ Martha A. Cheves, Author of Stir, Laugh, Repeat A Dead Man Mystery Series: Dead Man Talking
Dead Man Haunt Dead Man Hand Dead Man Ohio Dead Man Love (Novella) About the Author: T. M. Simmons lives in a
haunted house on the edge of the East Texas Piney Woods, which she and her husband share with a variety of pets and
paranormal residents. In between writing cozy mysteries and other stories, she delights in scaring herself silly during
otherworldly encounters and visits haunted buildings and graveyards during both dark and full moons. Her husband
goes along sometimes to protect her from the bumps in the night, although he's been known to spy a ghost and retreat
rather than confront. She also pursues paranormal entities with her own real-life Twila, Aunt Belle Brown, and they are
Lead Investigators of the Supernatural Researchers of Texas paranormal investigative team. SRT's motto is, "Leave
Peace Behind," and the team seeks to leave peace for the people who are dealing with troubled hauntings, as well as for
the ghosts. Simmons is extremely willing to discuss her experiences with anyone she can corner.
A Double-Pointed Murder (The Bait & Stitch Cozy Mystery Series, Book 3)
Gluten-Free Murder
By Familiar Means
Fatal Fundraiser
Darcy Sweet Mystery Box Set
Wicked Wisteria
There's a ghost on the loose—and a fox in the henhouse Four years ago, the Eternal Slumber Funeral Home put Chicken Teater
in the ground. Now undertaker Emma Lee Raines is digging him back up. The whole scene is bad for business, especially with
her granny running for mayor and a big festival setting up in town. But ever since Emma Lee started seeing ghosts, Chicken's
been pestering her to figure out who killed him. With her handsome boyfriend, Sheriff Jack Henry Ross, busy getting new
forensics on the old corpse, Emma Lee has time to look into her first suspect. Chicken's widow may be a former Miss Kentucky,
but the love of his life was another beauty queen: Lady Cluckington, his prize-winning hen. Was Mrs. Teater the jealous type?
Chicken seems to think so. Something's definitely rotten in Sleepy Hollow—and Emma Lee just prays it's not her luck.
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From New York Times bestselling author Angie Fox Verity Long doesn't want to see ghosts, and she'd rather not let anyone
know her little secret, either. But when a restless spirit stirs up trouble in her friend's resale shop, Verity and her very new,
very dead gangster friend team up to learn what is really happening. They discover an age-old secret, and must learn the truth
behind a mysterious disappearance…before it's too late. *A fabulously fun short story in the bestselling Southern Ghost Hunter
series! What Reviewers are saying… 5 Stars! “Oh my gosh! I loved it! I was all warm and fuzzy on the inside!” 5 Stars! “Indulge
yourself in a fast read, a sweet love story and another mystery solved.” 5 Stars! “This one will leave you with a smile.” 5 Stars!
“I now have a new favorite author.” Rating: Clean and Wholesome Paranormal Cozy Mystery Romance (with a cute pet skunk!)
From the USA Today bestselling writing team of Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens comes a hilarious first book in a brand new
mystery series that will keep you guessing until the end... Melanie Hamilton is not your average artist. She brings home the
bacon by inking tattoos at New Orleans's Mansion at Mystic Isle, a resort in the middle of the bayou that caters to fans of the
peculiar and paranormal, but her true passion comes alive when she volunteers restoring Katrina-ravaged landmarks. Between
her day job, her restoration work, and selling her paintings in Jackson Square, Mel's life is more hectic than Bourbon Street on
Fat Tuesday. But when a guest of the resort, a millionaire's widow, is poisoned, and Melanie's close friend is arrested for the
murder, things go from hectic to downright dangerous. Mel joins forces with the resort's delish manager, Jack Stockton, to
prove her friend's innocence. Soon they find themselves dealing with séances, secret passages, the ghost of the millionaire
himself, gators, swamp rats, and a sinister killer who proves that not everything is what it seems in the Louisiana bayou. Come
on along, and get your creep on. Mystic Isle Mysteries: Mystic Mayhem (book #1) Mystic Mojo (shorts story in the Killer Beach
Reads collection) Mystic Mistletoe Murder (book #2) Mystic Mischief (book #3) Mystic Deception (book #4) What critics are
saying about Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens: "A great series and smart plot told at breakneck pace...great characters, sexy,
tough, intelligent, and witty....the perfect companion for the beach, planes, trains and everything else in between." —The New
York Journal of Books "Smart and sassy. Classy with a twist of wry humor and just enough sentiment and romance to reel you
in and keep you hanging until the end. Smith and Steffens, partners in crime, have struck gold. —Kathleen M. Rodgers, author
of Johnnie Come Lately and The Final Salute "Stealing the Moon & Stars is an impossible book to put down. Jordan and Eddie
are the best mystery solving duo since Nick and Nora. Is there a fire alarm ringing? Because their relationship is smokin’ hot!”
—Jenn McKinlay, New York Times bestselling author of the Cupcake Bakery Mysteries and the Library Lover’s Mysteries "The
action and sexual tension are as hot as an Arizona summer. The Shea Investigations team put their lives, and their hearts, on
the line in this action-packed crime novel.” —Lesa's Book Critiques "This mystery unfolds with humorous zingers. Tingling with
sexual tension, this is a satisfying read. I highly recommend it!" —Nancy Redd, author of The Canyon's Edge
After losing the family fortune to a fraudulent psychic, inventor Henry Strauss is determined to bring the otherworld under
control through the application of science. All he needs is a genuine haunting to prove his Electro-S�ance will work. A letter
from wealthy industrialist Dominic Gladfield seems the answer to his prayers. Gladfield's proposition: a contest pitting science
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against spiritualism, with a hefty prize for the winner. The contest takes Henry to Reyhome Castle, the site of a series of brutal
murders decades earlier. There he meets his rival for the prize, the dangerously appealing Vincent Night. Vincent is handsome,
charming...and determined to get Henry into bed.Henry can't afford to fall for a spirit medium, let alone the competition. But
nothing in the haunted mansion is quite as it seems, and soon winning the contest is the least of Henry's concerns. For the evil
stalking the halls of Reyhome Castle wants to claim not just Henry and Vincent's lives, but their very souls.
Box Set Three
Darcy Sweet Mystery, #3
No Rest for the Wiccan
Darcy Sweet Mystery - Books 11-14
Grounds to Kill
Ghost Hunter's Guide to New Orleans

A Darcy Sweet Cozy Mystery - Books 11 to 14 in a box set! Book 11 - Resorting to Murder
Three days alone in a cabin in the mountains with her on-again, off-again—and now onagain—boyfriend Jon Tinker should have been perfect for Darcy Sweet. What could possibly go
wrong? But as was so often the way with her life things didn't go exactly according to plan.
Their romantic mini vacation was thrown into turmoil when a stranger knocked on the door of
their getaway cabin. Darcy was catapulted into a vision that indicated the person may not be
quite who they were pretending to be. Once again Darcy found herself caught up in a
mystery. Would she be able to solve it before she became the next victim of a serial killer?
Book 12 - Death at the Wheel 'The Mysterious is all Around Us' could be the catchphrase for
Darcy Sweet's life with the way she always seems to end up in mysterious situations. And it
was very mysterious indeed when a car accident that crashes its way into town results in a
missing driver and a dead body. What happened? Where did the driver of the death car go?
Could it have been a ghost driving? Anything was possible in the town of Misty Hollow. As
Darcy gets deeper into the mystery she uncovers evidence that seems to point in an entirely
unexpected direction. Once again the mysterious has landed her into danger. Can she work
out what really happened before it's too late? Book 13 - Ghost Story It's almost Halloween in
Misty Hollow... but Darcy Sweet won't be having a fun time trick or treating this year. The
mists are gathering, rolling in heavy and thick, feeding off the trouble that is coming to town.
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The trouble her Great Aunt Millie had warned her about. Trouble with a capital T. With a
psychopathic ghost that is running rampant through town causing dark mischief wherever he
goes and a dead body that is dumped on the Mayor's front lawn Darcy is going to have her
hands full trying to sort it all out. Can she work out what is happening before anyone else
ends up dead? Will she be able to triumph against the malevolent spirit that is intent on
destroying the residents of Misty Hollow? Book 14 - Christmas Spirit It's the most wonderful
time of the year. Christmas is almost here and Misty Hollow is unusually quiet and peaceful.
Darcy Sweet is finally getting a taste of what it's like to live an ordinary life. And, quite
frankly, it's... Boring! Darcy knows she shouldn't complain but she has actually gotten used to
her life being extraordinary. She enjoys the excitement of untangling the mysteries that she
so often finds herself mixed up in. So the last thing she is expecting while watching her all
time favorite movie is to be suddenly thrown into another mystery. Someone is in the movie
who shouldn't be there. Is it a ghost? Darcy is sure it is. A very desperate ghost who begs
Darcy to find her. Darcy isn't sure what that means but she intends to work it out even if it
puts her life in danger once again. Can Darcy, with the help of Jon, work out what the ghost
means so that the it's restless spirit can pass over to the other side? And who is trying to kill
her and Jon if it is actually a ghost? Can they stay alive long enough to solve this mystery and
enjoy Christmas with their family?
When the Applegate Paranormal Preservation Society visits Firefly Junction, Sunni Taylor
finds herself tasked with writing an article about the group as well as hosting them for an
evening at the Cider Ridge Inn. When the society moves on to their next destination, the
famously haunted Dandelion Inn in the neighboring town, one member dies in a tragic fall.
But things don't seem quite right at the accident scene and soon Sunni finds herself wrapped
up in a possible murder investigation with her favorite detective, Brady Jackson. Book 3 of the
Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery series. A cozy mystery with a fun paranormal twist! 1. Death in
the Park 2. Killer Bridal Party 3. Murder at the Inn 4. A Humbug Holiday 5. Calamity at the
Carnival 6. Double Trouble 7. Havoc at Wildwood Manor 8. Fatal Feud 9. Trick or Trouble 10. A
Crafty Killing 11. Death at the Museum
From USA Today Bestselling Author, P.D. Workman! Sink your teeth into these sweet
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mysteries! Erin Price is a baker, not a sleuth. It’s really not her fault that mysteries keep
landing in her lap while she’s trying to run Auntie Clem’s Bakery and make a living from
baking gluten-free and specialty goods. This ebook includes the first three books in this
series: 1. Gluten-Free Murder 2. Dairy-Free Death 3. Allergen-Free Assignation Gluten-Free
Murder The grand opening of Auntie Clem’s Bakery is marred by just one thing, the death of
Erin’s business rival, Angela Plaint. It appears that Angela was poisoned by one of Erin’s
cupcakes, making her a prime suspect. Dairy-Free Death The peaceful life that Erin had
pictured in Bald Eagle Falls remains elusive as her family’s past. And then her own past comes
knocking on her door… Allergen-Free Assignation Erin is happy to be dabbling in a murder
that this time is too old and too cold for her to be considered a suspect. But as Erin begins to
unearth the buried secrets of Bald Eagle Falls, she is forced to confront her own family’s dark
history. ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ These cozy mysteries by P.D. Workman have more twists and turns than a
woodland path! They are well-plotted and the characters are believable. These three books
are the beginning of a great series. Like baking mysteries? Cats, dogs, and other pets? Awardwinning and USA Today Bestselling Author P.D. Workman brings readers to small town Bald
Eagle Falls for culinary cozy mysteries to be solved by gluten-free baker Erin Price and her
friends. Have your gluten-free cake and eat it too. Dig into this sweet treat now!
Sink your teeth into these sweet mysteries! Erin Price is a baker, not a sleuth. It's really not
her fault that mysteries keep landing in her lap while she's trying to run Auntie Clem's Bakery
and make a living from baking gluten-free and specialty goods. Sink your teeth into these
sweet mysteries! This ebook includes books 1-15 in this series: 1. Gluten-Free Murder 2. DairyFree Death 3. Allergen-Free Assignation 4. Stirring Up Murder 5. Brewing Death 6. Coup de
Glace 7. Sour Cherry Turnover 8. Apple-achian Treasure 9. Vegan Baked Alaska 10. Muffins
Masks Murder 11. Tai Chi and Chai Tea 12. Santa Shortbread 13. Cold as Ice Cream 14.
Changing Fortune Cookies 15. Hot on the Trail Mix Bonus: You also get two holiday shorts,
Witch-Free Halloween and Dog-Free Dinner Like baking mysteries? Cats, dogs, and other
pets? Award-winning and USA Today Bestselling Author P.D. Workman brings readers back to
small town Bald Eagle Falls for another culinary cozy mystery to be solved by gluten-free
baker Erin Price and her friends. Have your gluten-free cupcake and read it too. Sink your
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teeth into this sweet treat now!
A Ghostly Grave
Mystic Mayhem
Wisteria Witches
Cozy Ghost Mystery Trilogy
Books 1-3
Drop Dead Beauty
Zara Riddle moved to a charming new house in a small town so her life could be simple. But now that her witch powers have
kicked in, life is anything but. Long-lost relatives are coming out of the woodwork, and it turns out the family tree is riddled with
magic. When a ghost shows up, Zara finds out her powers come with a cost. She must solve the woman's murder. Zara teams up
with her handsome neighbor, a wolf shifter who's both mysterious and perfect. Maybe too perfect? He did save her life during an
attack, but he's definitely hiding something behind that sly smile. The town of Wisteria may be quaint on the surface, but danger
lurks around every corner. To protect her family, Zara must risk her heart and her life. Forces of good and evil will face off in a
battle where one side has a secret advantage. One thing's for sure. Zara Riddle is keeping these new powers, blue lightning balls
and all. Once you go witch, you never switch.
While watching TV reruns, minding the magic store, figuring out her love life, and caring for her bedridden sister, Maggie O'Neill
must deal with the undead when her friend's husband's seemingly accidental death turns out to be murder. Original.
Festive cheer turns to maddening fear in this new collection of seasonal hauntings, presenting the best Christmas ghost stories
from the 1850s to the 1960s. The traditional trappings of the holiday are turned upside down as restless spirits disrupt the
merry games of the living, Christmas trees teem with spiteful pagan presences, and the Devil himself treads the boards at the
village pantomime. As the cold night of winter closes in and the glow of the hearth begins to flicker and fade, the uninvited
visitors gather in the dark in this distinctive assortment of haunting tales.
Crime scene cleaner and amateur medium Sadie Novak s ability to talk to the dead is a sure-fire way to solve crimes, but
sometimes Sadie thinks she d prefer a channel into the minds of the living instead… While attempting to renew her
relationship with on-again-off-again boyfriend Zack, Sadie discovers something that throws her romantic plans for a loop. With
her love life in shambles, Sadie needs a distraction from all the drama. But sometimes, getting what you wish for isn t all it s
cracked up to be. For the first time, the noble detective who s repeatedly saved Sadie s backside finds himself on the wrong
end of a homicide investigation. Sadie is determined to prove that Dean Petrovich was framed for his ex-wife s murder. But
when her investigative trip to the crime scene̶a luxurious day spa̶puts the killer hot on her trail, Sadie will have to put all of
her problems aside to keep from dropping dead…
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A Ghostly Southern Mystery
A Whisker's Breadth
Fine Spirits (A Daisy Gumm Majesty Mystery, Book 2)
Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery Series
The Guests on South Battery
Spirit Fire
A Wiccan attorney has her hands full at Halloween with a haunted house and a puzzling murder in this cozy mystery by the author of Yuletide Homicide. It’s
that haunted time of year, when skeletons come out to play. But Edindale, Illinois, attorney Keli Milanni discovers it isn’t just restless spirits who walk the
night . . . After her recent promotion to junior partner, Keli is putting in overtime to juggle her professional career and private Wiccan spiritual practice.
With Halloween fast approaching, her duties include appearing as a witch at a “haunted” barn and hand-holding a client who’s convinced her new house is
really haunted. But it’s the disappearance of Josephine O’Malley that has Keli spooked. The missing person is Keli’s aunt, an environmental activist and free
spirit who always seemed to embody peace, love, and independence. When Josephine is found dead in the woods, Keli wonders if her aunt’s activities were as
friendly as they seemed. As Keli comes to terms with her loss—while adjusting to having a live-in boyfriend and new demands at work—she must wield her
one-of-a-kind magic to banish negative energy if she’s going to catch a killer this Samhain season. Because Keli isn’t ready to give up the ghost . . . Praise for
Samhain Secrets “Jennifer David Hesse . . . spins a good yarn. Samhain Secrets will keep you reading and guessing.” —Fresh Fiction
Meet Daisy Gumm Majesty: spiritualist to folks with more money than sense. The 1920s may be roaring among Pasadena's wealthy, but Daisy must earn a
living for her family. When Daisy is approached by Mrs. Bissel about exorcizing a ghost from her basement, Daisy is tempted to back out until Mrs. B puts
up one of her famous dachshund puppies as payment. Hoping the basement ghost is not a skunk, Daisy begins snooping only to discover the matter is much
larger than anyone imagined. Now if she can only find a way to solve it without undue consequences to anyone—including her own reputation." THE DAISY
GUMM MAJESTY MYSTERIES, in series order Strong Spirits Fine Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits Ancient Spirits Dark Spirits Spirits
Onstage Unsettled Spirits Bruised Spirits Spirits United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits
From USA Today Bestselling Author, P.D. Workman! The unluckiest woman in the world Reg acquires a client with terrible luck. Reg needs all of the
psychic powers that she and Starlight possess to see Vivian King’s future and what catastrophic accidents stand in her way. But this is Black Sands, and all is
not as it seems. Reg faces unexpected barriers as she tries to prevent Vivian’s death. One day Reg hopes to understand all of the ins and outs of this business.
But today is not that day. ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ For me, curling up with a Reg Rawlins cozy mystery is always an enjoyable and welcome way to spend an evening. I
look forward to the next installment in this series. ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ Absolutely fabulous as always. You are completely drawn in and wish the book never ends.
Definitely ready for more. Like paranormal mysteries? Psychics, witches, fairies, and more! Award-winning and USA Today Bestselling Author P.D.
Workman waves her wand to transport readers to the myth- and magic-filled small town of Black Sands for another paranormal cozy mystery to be solved by
Reg Rawlins and her friends. A self-professed con artist practicing as a contact to the dead, a drop-dead gorgeous warlock, and a psychic cat—what could go
wrong? Fall under Reg’s spell today.
Mia Malone is planning a holiday party to promote her catering and cooking school business—but she’s got a Christmas spirit to deal with first, in this new
Kitchen Witch Mystery from New York Times bestselling author Lynn Cahoon . . . For all its merriment, Christmas can also bring melancholy—and in
Magic Springs, Idaho, Mia finds that the season has brought her an unhappy ghost who’s pulling poltergeist-style pranks to get her attention. When she
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demands an explanation, the ghost just sends a message: Ask Mary Alice—that is, Mia’s beloved Grans, who’s been training her to develop her witchy talents.
If anyone can figure this out, it’s Grans . . . even if she still hasn’t managed to free Mia’s cat from a previous spell that she cast. The restless spirit turns out to
be Magic Spring’s most well-known ghost, Dorothy, who supposedly died peacefully in her sleep. Now Dorothy claims she was murdered, and she wants her
killer brought to justice. And she doesn’t have much patience about it, so the pressure is on Mia—with some help from her boyfriend, Trent, and a strangely
secretive Grans. There aren’t many dicing-and-chopping days till Christmas—but this year, the most important gift Mia can give is to cheer up this troubled
spirit . . . Includes Recipes! Praise for Lynn Cahoon “A cozy lover’s dream come true.” —Susan McBride, author of The Debutante Dropout Mysteries on
The Tourist Trap Mysteries “One Poison Pie deliciously blends charm and magic with a dash of mystery and a sprinkle of romance.” —Agatha Award
winning author Daryl Wood Gerber “A well-plotted mystery with a romance that rings true to life.” —Kirkus Reviews on A Field Guide to Homicide
"[Cahoon’s] beloved for her whimsical whodunits . . . a delightful mystery." —Woman's World on Sconed to Death
A FREE Bestselling Paranormal Cozy Mystery Novel with Humor (Amateur Sleuth Southern Small Town Series Psychic with Animals Funny Witch
Romance Story)
Historical Cozy Mystery
Cozy Mystery
A Mystic Isle Mystery
Samhain Secrets

Zinnia Riddle doesn't use her witch powers much these days. She works as a clerk at the Wisteria Permits Department,
where there hasn't been much need for spells and potions... until now. When a beloved coworker is found dead next to
her desk, the whole office gets paranoid. Is one of them a killer? Did the victim leave behind clues in the book she was
writing? Is there a town-wide conspiracy, or is some lone serial predator on the loose? The police are always two steps
behind the evil that's threatening the peaceful town. Now it's up to Zinnia Riddle and the witches in her coven to uncover
the secrets hiding in plain sight. Will Zinnia's rusty magic hold up against a powerful enemy? Series note: WOLVES OF
WISTERIA is the sixth book set in the Wisteria Witches Mysteries series, and the first book featuring Zinnia Riddle. The
time frame covers a period previous to the first book in the series, WISTERIA WITCHES, and overlaps with the events of
that book, from a different perspective.
Romance, mystery, and thrills! If you love thrillers and mysteries with ghosts, you'll adore these paranormal tales. BOOK
1: Interview with a Ghost Piper was hoping to meet her favorite author before he died, but she was a day late. The
famous man's luck ran out right before Piper showed up at his house for a casual interview. Piper finds herself at the
heart of the literary world's biggest scandal yet. A celebrity crime reporter hires Piper as her apprentice. When a budding
romance with a murder suspect begins to blossom, Piper finds herself in a dangerous situation. BOOK 2: Date with a
Ghost A grieving woman makes an emotional connection with a ghost, who leads her to a killer in this gripping
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psychological thriller. Samantha Torres seems to have everything. As a beautiful lifestyle blogger, her life is enviable from
the outside. But she carries a terrible weight, and she has come to Owl Bend, Colorado to forget her painful past. She
meets a handsome man in the woods and thinks her luck is changing. When he suddenly dies under mysterious
circumstances, Samantha is drawn into the man's past. As she unlocks the secrets that he and the other residents of Owl
Bend have been keeping, she attracts unwanted attention. A devious killer has a new victim in sight, and now
Samantha's life hangs in the balance. Date with a Ghost is a riveting psychological thriller / supernatural suspense
mystery that will have you glued to the pages and gasping at the twist ending! BOOK 3: Dancing with a Ghost Some
secrets won't stay buried... Shy and sensitive art student Katie Mills is trying to escape the ghost who haunts her after
dark. She travels to New Mexico to study with a master painter and rejuvenate under the big, blue southwestern sky. But
the ghost who followed Katie to the desert isn't content with sampling the spicy cuisine and painting the local landscape.
This restless spirit is only interested in justice. Katie is finally breaking out of her quiet shell and learning how to paint with
abandon when one of the other guests turns up dead. In the wake of the tragedy, Katie surprises herself by finding
comfort in a fellow artist's arms. But as new evidence surfaces and suspicion broadens, Katie doesn't know who to trust.
And now the vengeful ghost she brought with her is demanding to be heard. Time is running out. Katie must find the
courage to speak up and solve the ranch's deadly mystery before a killer takes another life. GET ALL THREE NOVELS
IN THIS TERRIFIC SERIES BUNDLE! Also available in audiobook format.
Zara Riddle moved to Wisteria for a quiet, simple, safe life. Instead, she got ghosts, demon birds, shifters, and even
gorgons. Yes, gorgons. The snake-haired ladies you don't want to cross. Luckily for Zara, her family tree is riddled with
witchcraft. She may be a late bloomer, but this witch is crafty! When mysterious forces erase words from the town's
books, Zara conjures a magical creature to restore the text. But magic has a mind of its own, and magical creatures love
trouble. Pretty soon, the bodies start piling up. Now Zara must face whoever (or whatever) is behind a dark plot to
destroy everything she loves. This time the fight will be tougher than ever. After all, it's hard to battle the forces of evil
when you're dead.
Clairvoyant single mom Tipsy Collins is easing into a post-divorce new normal. She’s solved a century-old murder
mystery and brought peace to her house. She’s rebuilding her artistic career and co-parenting with her ornery exhusband. She’s hopeful that her boyfriend is Mr. Right. Mercurial phantom Henry Mott still haunts her house, but he’s
become a dear friend. Tipsy plans to return to her lifelong habit of ignoring restless spirits. A series of sudden financial
and personal setbacks leave her feeling like she's back to square one, until a new friendship offers unexpected financial
salvation. Ivy More has been haunting a Sullivan's Island cottage since the 1940s. Ivy's eccentric granddaughter,
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Pamella Brewton, will pay big bucks if Tipsy can figure out how to free her moody, volatile Meemaw. It turns out there
was more to Ivy’s death than a simple swan dive off the dock at low tide. To complicate matters, Ivy had a secret lover.
Shockingly, he's someone Tipsy has seen before. As Tipsy struggles with heartbreak, her ex-husband's shenanigans,
and a growing sense of frustration with life, she turns to Henry for help solving Ivy's mystery. She finds herself learning
from her brooding housemate, but also from Ivy, who has far more in common with Tipsy than either of them expect.
A Dubious Witch Cozy Mystery Bundle (Books 1 and 2)
Spirits of the Season
Southern Spirits
A Free Cozy Culinary & Pet Mystery
Murder at the Inn
Dead Man Haunt (A Dead Man Mystery, Book 2)
New York Times bestseller Angie Fox celebrates 5 years of the Southern Ghost Hunter series with a limited edition boxed set of the
first three stories in the series, along with never-before-seen additional content, including: deleted scenes, original art, an inside
look at the characters, and a behind-the-scenes peek at how the series came together. Southern Spirits When out of work graphic
designer Verity Long accidentally traps a ghost on her property, she’s saddled with more than a supernatural sidekick—she gains
the ability see spirits. It leads to an offer she can’t refuse from the town’s bad boy, the brother of her ex and the last man she
should ever partner with. A Ghostly Gift Verity Long doesn't want to see ghosts, and she'd rather not let anyone know her little
secret, either. But when a restless spirit stirs up trouble in her friend's resale shop, Verity and her very new, very dead gangster
friend team up to learn what is really happening. The Skeleton in the Closet A haunted library is no place for a girl who can see
ghosts, but when Verity Long stumbles on a dead body in the middle of the main reading room, she has to believe someone…even a
dead someone…must have witnessed the crime. What reviewers are saying… 5 Stars! “I fell in love with this series from the first
book!” 5 Stars! “I could not put it down (ended up reading all night long midnight till 3am).” 5 Stars! “I loved the heroine because
she is gutsy and quirky, definitely not a wilting flower, and I am super excited about where her story is going.” ?*This edition
contains never-before-seen material and will be available for a limited time.
Restless SpiritsCozy Ghost Mystery TrilogyIndependently Published
In the latest from the author of A Familiar Tail, a witch and her familiar find trouble brewing at a coffee house. After discovering her
mystical heritage—and being adopted by furry feline familiar Alistair—artist Annabelle Britton has decided to make picturesque
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, her new home. Now, she can take the time to figure out her new abilities and welcome her
grandmother, who is visiting Portsmouth, and her old coven, for the first time in thirty years. But being a witch doesn’t magically
put money in the bank. When she’s hired to paint the murals for a new coffee house, it seems like a wish come true. But then a
series of spooky sounds and strange happenings convince the owners that their new shop is haunted. They want Anna and her
coven to evict the restless spirit before the grand opening. Annabelle is certain the haunted happenings at the shop are just hocus
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pocus. But when her search reveals hidden smugglers’ tunnels beneath the shop—and a dead body—Annabelle, Alastair, and the
coven suddenly find themselves in a cat and mouse game with a killer...
"To aid you in your search for ghosts, Dwyer offers simple ways to find them." --Gumbo Entertainment Guide Designed as a guide
for locals, new residents, and travelers seeking encounters with the unique, off-the-beaten-path history of the Crescent City, this
book will enable novice and experienced paranormal adventurers to see beyond the surface of the usual tourist haunts and historic
sites. Detailed descriptions and historical background for more than two hundred locations guide readers to sites of various
tragedies, criminal activities, and ghostly legends and lore throughout New Orleans and along the lower Mississippi River.
Suggested stops include famous cemeteries such as St. Louis Cemetery #1 and Lafayette Cemetery # 1 and the former homes of
Civil War notables like Confederate president Jefferson Davis and Gen. P.G.T. Beauregard. After visiting the spirits at world-famous
bars and restaurants such as Commander's Palace and Arnaud's Restaurant, visitors may want to take a seat next to a ghost at the
haunted Le Petit Thï¿1/2ï¿1/2tre du Vieux Carre. A short drive upriver, adventurous souls will find the world-famous Myrtles
Plantation, reputed to be the most haunted house in America, and other beautiful remnants of the antebellum South, including the
magnificent Oak Alley, San Francisco Plantation, and the Old State Capitol in Baton Rouge. Jeff Dwyer describes in simple terms
how to hunt for ghosts, detect paranormal activity, and interact with supernatural phenomena. Paranormal enthusiasts will find
several appendices that provide research material, Internet resources, and contact information for paranormal organizations and
ghost tours. For the nonbeliever, this book serves as a unique souvenir and travel guide to places often overlooked.
Have a Holly, Haunted Christmas
A Christmas Paranormal Cozy Mystery
Cocoa Curses
Christmas Spirit
Route 66 History and Hauntings, Legends and Lore: Missouri
A Darcy Sweet Cozy Mystery
Barista Jen Hamby's coworkers give her a hard time for bringing coffee and pastries to a homeless man who sits outside her café—but she has a secret.
The scruffy man is her father. She's also hiding the little matter of why her palm itches. But how can she explain that her hand has a mind of its own and
writes messages from the beyond? Right. That'll get her Employee of the Month. When she finds herself scrawling your boyfriend is cheating on you! to
herself on the bathroom mirror, she immediately dumps the guy. But then his little fling—who just happens to be her half sister—turns up dead, and
suddenly Jen's homeless father is the prime suspect. Jen knows he is being framed and must take matters into her own hands to protect him. But will anyone
believe that the crazy old man is innocent? Or that his spirit-writing daughter holds the truth? 66,000 words
A bundle of books #1 (SKEPTIC IN SALEM: AN EPISODE OF MURDER) and #2 (SKEPTIC IN SALEM: AN EPISODE OF CRIME) in Fiona
Grace’s Dubious Witch cozy mystery series. This bundle offers books one and two in one convenient file, with over 150,000 words of reading. In
SKEPTIC IN SALEM: AN EPISODE OF MURDER (Book #1), when Mia Bold, 30, learns that the pharmaceutical company she works for only cares
about money, she quits on the spot, walking away from a high-powered career. Worse, her long-time boyfriend, instead of proposing as she expected,
decides to break up with her. Mia’s true passion lies in her own podcast, devoted to debunking the occult and shining light on the truth. The daughter of a
con-man father, Mia feels a moral responsibility to the truth, and to spare others from being conned. When Mia, at a crossroads, receives an invitation from
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a famous supernatural podcast inviting her to move to Salem and join their podcast as the skeptic-in-residence, Mia sees a chance to start her life over again
and to pursue her life’s mission. But things in Salem do not go as planned. When an unexpected death happens—in the midst of Mia trying to debunk a
haunted inn—she realizes she may be in over her head. With her own future now at stake, can she really prove that witches and ghosts do not exist? In
SKEPTIC IN SALEM: AN EPISODE OF CRIME (Book #2), with the podcast taking off, and with a romance brewing, Mia and the crew film the first
episode of their new TV show, in the haunted house of one of the original Salem witches. Mia’s working hard to debunk the unexplained
happenings—when suddenly, someone dies unexpectedly. Even worse—the suspicion falls on her. With her future at stake and her career and reputation on
the line, Mia has no choice but to solve the inexplicable death. Could the cause be supernatural? Book #3 in the series—SKEPTIC IN SALEM: AN
EPISODE OF DEATH—is also available!
"Very entertaining. Highly recommended for the permanent library of any reader who appreciates a well-written mystery with twists and an intelligent plot.
You will not be disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold weekend!" --Books and Movie Reviews (regarding Murder in the Manor) SKEPTIC IN
SALEM: AN EPISODE OF MURDER is the debut novel in a charming new cozy mystery series by bestselling author Fiona Grace, author of Murder in
the Manor, a #1 Bestseller with over 100 five-star reviews (and a free download)! When Mia Bold, 30, learns that the pharmaceutical company she works
for only cares about money, she quits on the spot, walking away from a high-powered career. Worse, her long-time boyfriend, instead of proposing as she
expected, decides to break up with her. Mia’s true passion lies in her own podcast, devoted to debunking the occult and shining light on the truth. The
daughter of a con-man father, Mia feels a moral responsibility to the truth, and to spare others from being conned. When Mia, at a crossroads, receives an
invitation from a famous supernatural podcast inviting her to move to Salem and join their podcast as the skeptic-in-residence, Mia sees a chance to start
her life over again and to pursue her life’s mission. But things in Salem do not go as planned. When an unexpected death happens—in the midst of Mia
trying to debunk a haunted inn—she realizes she may be in over her head. With her own future now at stake, can she really prove that witches and ghosts
do not exist? A mesmerizing page-turner, packed with intrigue, mystery, romance, pets, food—and most of all, the supernatural—SKEPTIC IN SALEM is
a cozy with a twist, one you will cherish as it has you fall in love with its main character and as it keeps you glued (and laughing) throughout the night.
“The book had heart and the entire story worked together seamlessly that didn't sacrifice either intrigue or personality. I loved the characters - so many
great characters! I can't wait to read whatever Fiona Grace writes next!” --Amazon reviewer (regarding Murder in the Manor) “Wow, this book takes off
& never stops! I couldn't put it down! Highly recommended for those who love a great mystery with twists, turns, romance, and a long lost family member! I
am reading the next book right now!” --Amazon reviewer (regarding Murder in the Manor) “This book is rather fast paced. It has the right blend of
characters, place, and emotions. It was hard to put down and I hope to read the next book in the series.” --Amazon reviewer (regarding Murder in the
Manor) Books #2 and #3 in the series—AN EPISODE OF CRIME and AN EPISODE OF DEATH—are now also available!
Double Pointed Knitting Needle Becomes Murder Weapon in the Cozy Mystery, A DOUBLE POINTED MURDER by Ann Yost --Red Jacket,
Michigan, On the Keweenaw Peninsula-- When Cricket Koski, a barmaid from the Black Fly, is stabbed to death with a double-pointed knitting needle on
New Year’s Eve and deposited in the bed of Lars Teljo, it's up to Hatti Lehtinen to exonerate her ex-brother-in-law. It’s not that Hatti, who runs a
fishing-slash-knitting supply shop, is a trained detective. It’s just that Sheriff Clump considers his collar a slam dunk because an affair between Lars and
Cricket three years earlier has made him vulnerable to blackmail. But there's a problem... Everyone in the tiny, Finnish-American town on the Keweenaw
Peninsula has to wear more than one hat and, as acting president of the chamber of commerce, Hatti has to host a quintet of television personalities who
arrive unexpectedly to film an Antiques Roadshow knockoff called What’s in Your Attic? What’s in the local attics are pieces of Nazi memorabilia from
Finland’s World War II partnership with Hitler and when a letter disclosing the existence of a piece of Nazi artwork is discovered, all attention turns to
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trying to find the masterpiece. Hatti begins to suspect there’s a connection between the arrival of the newcomers and the death of Cricket Koski and after
a second shocking murder, she is sure of it. The only question is, which one of them did it? And, since double-pointed needles are packaged in sets of four,
does that mean there are two murders still to come? Publisher's Note: While you don’t need to be a knitter to enjoy this series, you just might pick up a fun
and rewarding hobby in addition to enjoying a thoroughly delightful, clean and wholesome, mystery with a good dose of humor. Fans of Maggie Sefton,
Ann Canadeo, Sally Goldenbaum and Mary Kruger will enjoy this fun mystery series set in the Finnish community of upper peninsula Michigan. The
BAIT & STITCH SERIES: A Pattern for Murder A Double-Pointed Murder A Fair Isle Murder
A Ghost Dusters Mystery
Dancing with a Ghost
Cozy Culinary & Pet Mysteries
Ghost Hunters
A Tipsy Collins Novel
A culinary and cat cozy mystery series
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